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Social resilience is a characteristic that describes a community’s ability to thrive during times of stability, and to adapt, organize, and grow in response to change or disruption. These abilities depend, in an important way, on the degree to which people feel connected to one another. Public spaces can help create and sustain those social connections. Parks, sidewalks, streets, schools, libraries, transportation networks—the public realm—is our everyday social infrastructure. This is where planned and chance social interactions take place, and live-and-let-live. This is truly inclusion by design.

But the park didn’t always work like this. A previous set of park improvements left the park unwelcoming and underutilized. Hearing community complaints, city planners set out to figure out what had gone wrong. The park is located in Nørrebro, a Copenhagen neighborhood noted for its cultural and economic diversity. The city project staff viewed this diversity as an asset. They also adopted an unusual tactic: they enlisted an artist to co-create a design process to change the relationship of the community to the site, while highlighting local expertise and input on changes to the urban design. Through an intensive two-year engagement, and with the leadership of artist Kenneth Balfelt, both process and final design broke all the “rules” of traditional urban design to balance the needs of people in new ways.

Project leaders created a public process that encouraged park users and neighbors from all walks of life to share their perspectives. This facilitated clarity about the values and goals shared by all. But they also prioritized the needs of the most vulnerable groups of park users, such as those who depended on the space for shelter.

For example, with input from the homeless people who use the park at all hours, designers created soft, carefully located lighting because more typical security flood lights made some people feel more exposed and vulnerable. The final park design also includes a shade and weather shelter, a new public toilet, play areas, new seating, and rolling, grassy areas—flexible and adaptable elements.

The community welcomed the final result as reflective of their wants and needs. Folkets Park demonstrates how high quality and well-maintained public spaces designed with inclusion as a core value can cultivate trust and ownership, increase accessibility and make diverse people feel welcome, and bring health benefits to the whole community.

Common Barriers and Opportunities to Link Place and Health

Public spaces like Folkets Park aren’t just nice to have; they’re essential to building healthy communities and cities, and inclusive processes and outcomes are core to their success. How can planners and policymakers better make the case for this in their own cities and towns?

First, we understand there is a link between place and health equity. A wealth of research from the fields of public health, social science, and urban planning increasingly points to something most of us know intuitively: place is integral to health. Consider the evidence: ZIP codes are linked to life expectancy; and access to neighborhood green space decreases the likelihood of depression. These are just two examples of how where we live and work strongly impacts our day-to-day lives and health exposures. These factors—the social determinants of health—are important because they can be changed and improved through personal choice, as well as through policy, planning, public programs, social services, and design. Health equity is about recognizing that not everyone has the same needs for good health. When we pursue plans, policies and other place-based approaches that are...
meant to influence more equitable health outcomes, we must first find the barriers that stand in the way of good health for different individuals and groups, and then remove them in a way that addresses not just the symptoms but also the root causes. Systemic challenges are inherently hard to identify and resolve, which is one reason that multi-benefit strategies like public space improvement programs can be effective starting points.

Second, we know our surroundings matter, including the built environment. According to some researchers, up to 80% of the factors contributing to a person’s health outcomes are attributable to the environment and behavior choices our environments inspire. Because the symptoms of poor urban health can be so diverse, ranging from rates of social isolation to rates of child hood asthma, identifying and resolving the root causes can be a huge challenge. But, the potential of the public realm to provide multiple benefits that are accessible to all is an opportunity to improve health that shouldn’t be overlooked. Imagine a city full of public parks like the one in Copenhagen. The people who shape cities should care deeply about the role of public spaces and other forms of social infrastructure, because safeguarding the health and wellbeing of citizens is one of the fundamental roles of public policy.

Third, we know that not all spaces are created or maintained equally, or with considerations for all people in mind. Making matters worse, negative factors tend to be correlated and concentrated, meaning some groups of people are far more vulnerable to poor health, simply because the places where they live have introduced disadvantages into their lives. While our everyday environments play an integral role in shaping how healthy we are, unequal environments and inequality in our day-to-day lived experiences produce concentrated inequitable health outcomes.

Prioritizing Social Resilience for Adaptable Communities and Places

Healthy places are connected by a network of quality, shared public spaces and social infrastructure that supports connections between neighbors and ensure everyone feels welcome. But, in dynamic urban environments, it is important for planners and policymakers to remember that even seemingly positive changes can pose threats to community stability. For community members to experience the health benefits of inclusive processes and places, they need to be able to stay in a place despite pressures of urban change, like gentrification-driven displacement. The threat of displacement is felt most strongly in places where people are already experiencing poor health and a lack of social cohesion. In other words, to see long-term community health improvements, people must be represented and engaged as stakeholders on an ongoing basis. A stable and adaptable community has to have the ability to shape its own future.

To bridge these gaps, Gehl Institute collaborated with the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation to develop the Inclusive Healthy Places Framework. We created the Framework as a tool to help public realm practitioners identify social determinants that their work can improve, and remove systemic barriers to health.

No single public space or program will resolve entrenched, systemic inequalities, but new ways of working on individual projects with inclusion and health as core values should help move the needle towards improving certain health outcomes for individuals and communities. Good policy and design solutions will be contextual and driven by local needs and assets. As in the Folkets Park example, the

Inclusive public spaces can support health more equitably in many ways, including:

• Being accessible and welcoming to everyone
• Offering a sense of place and belonging to more than one group of people
• Reflecting shared social values, like dignity and respect
• Promoting trust and participation in public processes and institutions
• Supporting vibrant, diverse social interaction
• Allowing people to use public space in flexible ways, such as for physical activity, relaxation, socializing, events, and more
• Supporting and sustaining the natural assets and strengths of a place and its people, including social systems and ecosystems
• Providing a point of connection for community networks and resources.
success of a public space is often determined by engagement and governance strategies, even more than the physical design.

The Inclusive Healthy Places Framework is a research-based guide for understanding and leveraging inclusion in both process and design to improve health—measured against a broad range of social and physical health indicators. Whether assessing the quality of a public space and its ability to accommodate different uses to decide how to invest limited public funds or mapping social assets that can support the founding of a streets and sidewalks stewardship organization, applying an equity-focused framework can help community leaders, local decision makers, practitioners, and researchers to speak a shared language of inclusion, putting people first. The Framework can be used to study neighborhoods, shape initiatives, track the progress of programs, and understand the impacts of health equity work in the public realm over the long term. Like a resilient community, the Framework is meant to be flexible and adaptable to different circumstances and local priorities, as well as change over time.

Public spaces are constantly changing social environments shaped by the equally dynamic communities who use them and depend on the many benefits they offer. This new Framework is an adaptable tool intended to support placemakers of all kinds to shape, implement, and evaluate the impact of greater inclusion on the social determinants of health that connect to the public realm. We hope it will be tested and applied to a wide range of public space projects and programs so the drivers of health equity and the role of inclusionary practices can be better understood and shared.
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